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WARDROBE STORAGE SYSTEM



53-41451CR

53-41551CR

53-41651CR

Wire basket 400x500x140 mm, chrome

Wire basket 500x500x140 mm, chrome

Wire basket 600x500x140 mm, chrome

Product to be used in kitchen structures instead of traditional drawers. 
Openwork design of basket allows you to see what's inside without unnecessary 
opening, and also allows for a free circulation of air, so that clothes remain fresh for a 
longer time.

We are pleased to offer you this new storage system. This series consists of 
seven products. It extends the range of our accessories offer by functional hangers 
and baskets. System is particularly recommended where order and arrangement is 
appreciated. The variety of components allow for flexibility of design, while 
maintaining the same style throughout dressing room and thoughtful layout 
enhancements that help us use the closet everyday. System is very easy to 
assemble. Driving mechanisms are based on full extension ball bearing slide with 
soft closing system, therefore accessories are working very smoothly and do not 
cause any noise during closing. Thanks to intense design process the whole storage 
system looks very attractive. Various elements of system positively affect for 
functional and aesthetic closet value. 
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soft and silent closing

full extension

easy assembly

wide application 

MAIN ADVANTAGES

attractive, modern design 



Throusers rack 600x500x100 mm, chrome

Wire shelf 600x500x190 mm, chrome

Product is meant for storing shoes (can hold minimum of 4 pairs of shoes). Like 
rest of same series products it has full extension ability, which enables access to 
each pair of shoes. This product like rest of the series stands provides well thought-
out and refined designs as well as high quality.

Product is meant for 8 pairs of trousers. Thanks to possibilities of ejecting 
hanger  access to each pair of trousers is very convenient. Rods are covered with 
non-slip rubber - so the clothes are not falling. Full extension ball bearing slide with 
soft closing system used distinguishes this product from similar solutions being on the 
market.

53-42651CR DA-0025-12/09

53-43652CR DA-0025-12/09

NAZWA

Cloth sack 500x500x510 mm, chrome

The sack can store both dirty clothes and clothes for ironing. Canvas allows 
for free air circulation; additional advantage is the possibility of bag disassembly for 
cleaning.
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Shoe rack 600x500x350 mm, chrome

Product is meant for storing shoes (can hold up to 6 pairs of shoes). Rack 
ensures easy access to each pair of shoes - due to full extension system. Hanging 
shoes on shoe tree eliminates the need for additional taxidermy, and even 
long-kept shoes retain their shape.

53-43651CR DA-0022-12/09

Tie and belt rack 140x500x55 mm, chrome

Product allows for convenient and orderly way of storing ties and belts. 
Hanger can hold minimum of 11 ties and 6 belts. Like rest of same series products it 
has full extension ability, which enables easy access to each tie or belt.

53-44152CR DA-0025-12/09

Traverse hanger 55x500x140 mm, chrome

Hanger is part of the whole Designing Line and it gives us opportunity to 
arrange wardrobe interior uniformly. Thus we avoid incidental accessory to be used 
in one closet. In terms of visual and design aspect this product exceeds solutions of 
this type, available on the market. Hanger is alternative solution for too “shallow” 
wardrobes where standard rod can not be used. 
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